Baltic Harbours:

Gateways to the Future
“The arrival yesterday of the ﬁrst ship from sea caused great excitement among our fellow citizens.
Thousands crowded the wharves to see her coming round the Point. As soon as she hove in sight, with
her sailors aloft furling her sails, there was a murmur of delight and satisfaction from the crowd, …”
Judith Fingard: Jack in Port, p. 82

The Baltic Sea has always connected
the people living around it. Both coastal
culture and maritime heritage in our countries
still show important similarities, essential
for understanding our common identity
and history. However, maritime heritage is
threatened, not only by the rapid changes in
maritime industries, but also by the pressures of
urban development and recreational activities.
The rapid change of shipping, ﬁshing and
other maritime industries leads to a complete
change of core areas in our towns. Harbour
activities are being moved out of city
centres. Redundant harbours have become
attractive areas in the competition for access
to the waterfronts. Buildings, quays, cranes
and other structures are demolished and
disappear. The need to document these
losses is an urgent topic for international cooperation in the Baltic Sea area. This is not
only about monuments, but also traditions
and identity. Most of our cities have developed
because of and beside the harbour.
What is left of historic identity
when the harbour disappears?
How can heritage
be integrated in development?
How can heritage be a resource for
the new use of historic harbours?

The inner town harbour was an open meeting place for connecting
people of diﬀerent origins. Neustadt, Germany, 1905.
© Landesamt für Denkmalpﬂege Schleswig-Holstein.

Nyhavn in Copenhagen: an historic harbour
in active use as a popular tourist destination.
© Wonderful Copenhagen.

Frihavn in Copenhagen: an empty space in a
redundant harbour area. What have we lost?
D E V E L O PME N T O F G DA Ń S K P O R T

© Morten Hahn-Pedersen, Fisheries and Maritime Museum in Esbjerg, Denmark.

Old Port – 10th cent. – 20th cent.
Old Outer Port – 16th cent. – till today
New Port – 18th cent. – till today

Through centuries the port of Gdańsk has
moved out of town in several steps.

Port, shipyards – 19th cent. – till today
Northern Port – 20th cent. – till today

© The Polish Maritime Museum in Gdańsk.
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Baltic Harbours:

From Natural Havens
to Industrial Ports
“PORT – an old Anglo-Saxon word still in full use: It strictly means a place of
resort for vessels, adjacent to an emporium of commerce, where cargoes are bought
and sold, or laid up in warehouses, and where there are docks for shipping.
It is not quite a synonym of harbour, since the latter does not imply traﬃc.”
W.H. Smith: Sailor’s Word Book 1867

The original harbour
The majority of ports in the Baltic Sea area
originated as natural harbours giving shelter
from the wind and weather that permitted
cargo handling without too much trouble.
By the Viking period the natural harbours
were improved with simple constructions,
but actual harbour building ﬁrst arose
with the larger ships in the Middle Ages.
Deepening of harbour basins, plus wharfs,
cranes and warehouses were among
the many elements introduced in the
increasingly more developed harbours.

The industrial harbour
The industrialisation and introduction of new
technology with steam ships and railways
in the 1800s meant that harbours built
for sailing vessels were transformed into
industrial ports. Protective piers, bigger
harbour basins, increased quayside areas and
factories were introduced in the harbour areas.

Infrastructure’s significance
Whilst poor road systems restricted the
harbours’ hinterland, there was a need
for many harbours. With the railways and
especially the introduction of lorries, the
harbours’ landward hinterland grew. The
consequence was increased competition
for goods, both between harbours and
between sea and overland transport. This
development increased particularly from
the 1960s and gradually made a number
of smaller harbours superﬂuous.
Helsinki, Finland, 1933
© The National Museum of Finland.

Copenhagen, Denmark
© Københavns Bymuseum, Denmark.

Kiel, Germany, 1875
© Gregor Renard, Archiv Renard, Germany.
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Baltic Harbours:

E xp a nsion
“PORT – a place for the loading and unloading of vessels recognized
and supervised for maritime purposes by the public authorities.”
R. de Kerchove: International Maritime Dictionary, 1961

Containers and
super tankers
The introduction of the container
in the 1960s required new designs
for much larger vessels. Within a few
years container ships had replaced
the general cargo vessels. At the same
time the increased consumption of oil
products required larger tankers as well.
The increasingly larger ships demanded
deeper harbour basins and approach
ways. The new ships demanded more
eﬀective handling of cargoes.

Concentration
The successful harbours were those
that could expand to deeper water
and had large areas of land at their
disposal to accommodate container and
tanker terminals. The turnover of goods
subsequently became concentrated
in fewer and fewer harbours.

Oil terminal at the north harbour of Gdańsk, Poland, 2003
© Zarząd Morskiego Portu Gdańsk SA.

Ferry terminal, Gothenburg, Sweden, 2005
© Bengt A. Lundberg, The Swedish National Heritage Board.

Container terminal, Gdynia, Poland, 2005
© Tadeusz Urbaniak, Zarząd Morskiego Portu Gdynia S.A.
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Baltic Harbours:

Efficiency
“Harbour ... enclosed commercial water, safe area where ships
can anchor or shelter for the purpose of loading, discharging or
fuelling or repairing and/or other commercial purposes.”
E. Sullivan: The Marine Encyclopædic Dictionary, 1980

Modern harbour activity
The time that a vessel has to spend
along the quayside is a cost which has
to be limited. Thus the modern harbour
is a very eﬃcient working place.
It often seems empty because ships are
unloaded and reloaded in only a matter
of hours. The annual turnover of goods
in today’s harbours often exceeds the
turnover of the “good old days” by far,
despite the fact that the numbers of
people working there have declined
substantially. The modern dock worker
in his tugmaster may seem very lonely
compared to his colleagues of the 1960s.

Old harbours in waiting
Many small ports have been abandoned
and even in the most successful ones
older harbour areas have become
superﬂuous. This is often because the
ships are too big to enter them, or
because their location in towns has
made the land based transport of
goods to and from the harbour too
diﬃcult. Such areas form attractive
opportunities for housing, cultural
activities, marinas and a multitude of
other possibilities. But we have to think
carefully on how to use them. The old
harbours form a part of our common
heritage that should not be lost.

Frihavn, Stockholm, 2004
© Bengt A. Lundberg, The Swedish National Heritage Board.

Gothenburg, Sweden, 2004
© Bengt A. Lundberg, The Swedish National Heritage Board.

Hansahafen, Lübeck, 2006
© Landesamt für Denkmalpﬂege Schleswig-Holstein.
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Baltic Harbours:

Diversity
“HARBOUR: a general name given to any safe sea-port”
W.H. Smith: Sailor’s Word Book 1867

Harbours
can be categorised in several ways for
example by deﬁning their physical qualities
or location. Many harbours have natural
protection from wind and weather. In other
places it is necessary to build breakwaters to
create a safe and good harbour. However it is
more appropriate to categorise the harbours
after the function they have, for instance:
• Oil terminals
• Fishing ports
• Passenger terminals
• Naval bases
• Container terminals
• Pleasure-boat harbours

From multi to mono function
The majority of harbours used to be multifunctional – a safe stopping place for all
vessels and a junction for all transport
of people and goods. Such harbours
can still be found at smaller places, but
they are becoming fewer and the level
of activity in them is decreasing.
The multi-functional harbour complex was
always found in the heart of the town.
As a rule it was the successful harbour
which was the reason for the town’s
growth. Goods terminals, oil terminals and
ﬁshing harbours have been moved out
of town centres. Often passenger traﬃc,
sightseeing boats, historic ships and pleasure
boats remain in the central areas.

Mariehamn, Åland
© Åland Maritime Museum.

Karlskrona naval base, Sweden, 1996
© Jan Norrman, The Swedish National Heritage Board.

Gdańsk, Poland, 2007
© Paweł Makowski, The Polish Maritime Museum in Gdańsk.
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Baltic Harbours:

Heritage and Monuments
“HARBOR: any place which aﬀords good anchorage and a fairly safe station
for ships, or in which ships can be sheltered by the land from wind and sea.”
R. de Kerchove: International Maritime Dictionary, 1961

The diﬀerent
cultural monuments
related to harbour activities
can be categorised as:
• Navigation aids – leading
lights, buoys etc.
• Breakwaters
• Quays and wharfs with fenders,
bollards and mooring rings
• Cranes and other loading and
unloading equipment
• Buildings – ship’s chandlers, warehouses,
coalbunkers, grain silos, oil tanks, ticket
oﬃces, harbour pubs, shipping oﬃces,
passenger terminals, buildings for
customs, pilots and harbour authorities
Historic vessels are also found in harbours,
but since they are mainly mobile and
not permanent constructions they are
seldom connected to one individual port.
Exceptions include speciﬁc harbour
service vessels such as tugs, dredgers
and ﬁre ﬁghting vessels.

Gdańsk, 2004
© Ewa Meksiak, The Polish Maritime Museum in Gdańsk.

Šventoji harbour, Lithuania, 2005
© Kate Newland, Stavanger Maritime Museum, Norway.

Gothenburg, 2006
© Eivind Lande, Directorate for Cultural Heritage, Norway.
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Baltic Harbours:

From Muscles to Machines
Since the 1950s
work in ports has changed dramatically

from being dangerous, dirty and hard to
become a mechanised process involving
huge machines and only a few people.
From being casual labourers, today’s
harbour workers are permanently employed,
highly specialised and well paid.
With the change from manual cargo
handling to a mechanised process, the
annual turnover of cargo in the ports has
increased dramatically. In 2006 Helsinki
harbour had a total turnover of 11.647.000
tons, compared to 2.354.000 tons in 1950.
Today the port of Helsinki employs a total of
480 regular workers, in 1952 this ﬁgure was
807. In 1952 there were approximately 8.600
casual dockworkers in Helsinki. Today that
ﬁgure has dropped to approximately 200.
Historically dockers are known for their
conceptions of solidarity, freedom and
fellowship. Although the new technology
has changed working conditions
and the nature of the work, the selfesteem of the dockers is still high.

Kotka, Finland, 1960
© The National Museum of Finland.

Klaipėda, Lithuania
© Lithuanian Department of Heritage Protection.

Århus, Denmark, 2004
© Brian Kristensen, Fisheries and Maritime Museum in Esbjerg, Denmark.

Gdańsk, Poland, 2007
© Zarząd Morskiego Portu Gdańsk SA, Poland.
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Baltic Harbours:

Stagnation and Decay
All around the Baltic
infrastructural and political
changes have led to stagnation
and decay in many harbours.

Major industrial centres like the Gdańsk
Shipyard used to employ thousands
of workers. Recent economic and
political changes to a free market
economy have increased competition.
The result is that the shipyard now
employs only 10% of the workforce it
had 20 years ago. There is currently an
ongoing debate as to whether national
governments should subsidise harbours
and shipyards in the Baltic Sea Region
to keep up activity and employment.
The reduction of the ﬁshing ﬂeets
is leading to further stagnation of
harbours and maritime industries.
The challenge is to create better ideas for
the continuation of existing activities or
to convert harbour areas to new uses.

Oxelösund, Sweden, 2004
© Bengt A. Lundberg, The Swedish National Heritage Board.

Gothenburg, Sweden, 2004
© Bengt A. Lundberg, The Swedish National Heritage Board.

Gdańsk, Poland, 2007
© Bernadeta Galus, The Polish Maritime Museum in Gdańsk.

Gdańsk, Poland, 2007
© Bernadeta Galus, The Polish Maritime Museum in Gdańsk.
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Baltic Harbours:

New Uses

Preservation and new uses
Harbour areas are seldom put under legal
protection. To deal with preservation issues
in connection with a harbour means dealing
with a complex and multi-dimensional area.
Discussions concerning preservation
must include reﬂection on the ethics and
methods of preservation of heritage, as
well as respect for diverse interpretations.
In addition to being physical objects, harbours
are a feeling – a narrative – they are places
for dreams of travelling and escape. In ﬁction
harbours are chosen as backdrops for passion
and crime. When transforming a harbour
area to new uses we also need to take care
of the intangible heritage and establish
processes that can cope with contradictory
values held by diﬀerent communities.
Harbours have been open areas, interacting
intensely with their surroundings.
When former harbour areas are turned
into residential areas, they risk being
transformed into gated communities.
The change from a harbour to an
area for museums, concert halls,
art galleries and shopping malls is
a change from labour to leisure.

The hydroplane hangar in Tallinn built 1916-1917
and last used by the Estonian navy in 1940.
How do we justify a building being protected, even listed?
© Estonian Maritime Museum.

Opera House, Gothenburg, Sweden, 2006
How do we ﬁnd a new use that does not
completely change the social structure?
© Kersti Berggren, The Swedish National Heritage Board.

Sonwik-project at the former naval wharf,
Flensburg, Germany, 2006.
How do we keep the character, the historical value?
© Arne Biederbeck, www.alpha-f.de
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Baltic Harbours:

Sources of History

The Remains of a Shipyard
Paul Lindenau Shipyard was the ﬁrst industrial
shipyard in Klaipėda (Memel). It was established
in 1919 and built tugs, icebreakers, ferries,
freighters and passenger vessels. After having
launched 55 vessels and other ﬂoating
units, the yard was evacuated in 1944.
Since 1945 a ship repair company has used
the buildings and the slipways. A lot of prewar machines and equipment are still kept.
There are plans to preserve what is left of the
Paul Lindenau Shipyard. If ideas become reality,
this will be a major achievement not only
for Klaipėda, but for the beneﬁt of maritime
heritage in the entire Baltic Sea region.

Underwater Finds
Many important historical sources can also be
found underwater. Shipwrecks, wharfs, and coastal
settlements, plus many others. A single shipwreck
site can often provide us with thousands of artefacts.
By examining shipwrecks and their ﬁnds we are
able to obtain a better understanding of trade,
navigation, ship construction and life on board
vessels through diﬀerent historical periods.
An archaeological excavation prior to the building
of Copenhagen’s new opera house discovered
a wooden wharf built in the 1780’s around
a small mooring island. In addition to the wharf
5 shipwrecks were found. Three of these dated
from the early 1500s and were probably sunk as
a blockade by the German Hansa. Another ship can
be dated to the end of the nineteenth century.

Paul Lindenau Shipyard, Klaipėda, Lithuania, 2006
© Department of Cultural Heritage Protection, Lithuania.

Machinery in situ at the Paul Lindenau Shipyard,
Klaipėda, Lithuania, 2006
© Department of Cultural Heritage Protection, Lithuania.

Wooden wharf excavated at Ankerøen,
Copenhagen, Denmark, 2004
© Københavns Bymuseum, Denmark.

Unique collection of eighteenth century seaman’s working
clothes recovered from the shipwreck of the General Carleton
© Ewa Meksiak, The Polish Maritime Museum in Gdańsk.

Finds from the seventeenth century vessel “Solen”
and the unidentiﬁed wreck W-27
© Ewa Meksiak, The Polish Maritime Museum in Gdańsk.
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Baltic Harbours:

Cultural Tourism
“harbour... place of shelter for ships”
Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English, 1974

Sightseeing and festivals
For centuries harbour areas were public places
where people could see the ships and enjoy
the atmosphere. Today because of the new
safety regulations, many harbour areas are
fenced in. You and I are not allowed to enter.
Deserted harbour sites in the heart of the city
can come to life. In many coastal towns diﬀerent
maritime festivals are organized annually.
For a few days the former quaysides
change into busy and lively places as
the ﬁshermen and craftsmen sell their
goods. Thousands of people gather.

Cruisers
Large passenger ships take millions of people
to spend their leisure time, dancing and dining
on the Baltic Sea every year. The growing
numbers of passengers are important to ports
and cities. Even new harbours have been
built for tourism, but the increasing volume
in traﬃc also brings new challenges.
New vessels are too big for the narrow passages.
The sensitive archipelago environment is
endangered by the increasing size of vessels
and motor power, which create strong waves
and slipstreams that erode the shores.

Leisure Sailing
During the last few decades pleasure sailing
has developed from an exclusive activity
into one that most people can experience.
Guest harbours bring new life to old ports.
Kieler Woche, Kiel, Germany, 1914
© Arthur Renard, Archiv Renard, Germany.

Tall Ships Race, Riga, Latvia 2003
© Ugis Kalmanis, Riga

Helsingborg, Sweden, 2004
© Bengt A. Lundberg, The Swedish National Heritage Board.

Herring Festival, Kaliningrad, 2006
© Museum of the World Ocean, Kaliningrad.
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Baltic Harbours:

Crane Gallery

Crane Gallery (Read photos left to right): 1. Gothenburg, Sweden © Bengt A. Lundberg, The Swedish National Heritage Board | 2. Gdańsk, Poland © Ewa Meksiak, The Polish Maritime Museum in Gdańsk | 3. Gothenburg, Sweden © Bengt A. Lundberg, The Swedish National Heritage Board | 4. Kiel, Germany © Eivind Lande, Directorate for Cultural
| 5. Klaipėda, Lithuania © Paweł Makowski, The Polish Maritime Museum in Gdańsk | 6. Klaipėda, Lithuania © Lithuanian Department of Cultural Heritage Protection | 7. Suomenlinna, Finland © Hannu Matikka, National Board of Antiquities, Finland | 8. Copenhagen, Denmark © Morten Hahn-Pedersen, Fisheries and Maritime Museum
in Esbjerg, Denmark | 9. Stockholm, Sweden © Bengt A. Lundberg, The Swedish National Heritage Board | 10. Gothenburg, Sweden © Bengt A. Lundberg, The Swedish National Heritage Board | 11. Gdańsk, Poland © The Polish Maritime Museum in Gdańsk | 12. Gdańsk, Poland © Harald Hamre, Stavanger Maritime Museum, Norway | 13. Gdańsk,
Poland © Eivind Lande, Directorate for Cultural Heritage, Norway | 14. Tallinn, Estonia © Estonian Maritime Museum | 15. Tallinn, Estonia © Estonian Maritime Museum | 16. Riga, Latvia © Latvian State Inspectorate for Heritage Protection | 17. Flensburg, Germany © Michael Paarmann, Landesamt für Denkmalpﬂege Schelswig-Holstein | 18. Riga, Latvia
© Latvian State Inspectorate for Heritage Protection | 19. Pori, Finland © Leena Koivisto, National Board of Antiquities, Finland | 20. Büpum, Germany © Michael Paarmann, Landesamt für Denkmalpﬂege Schelswig-Holstein
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